
·Ooligan Press Editing Marks

y Delete; removeit~

~ Break line her§Ut on next line

N-
Insert a hyphen (-) "'-::-

Insert an en-dash (-)

Insert an em-space 0 e
Insert a thin space, "a1ittle spac~

Reduce to a singl~etterspaceJ
IMove up or raise copy""'
\Move down or lower copy1,
Add an apostrophe (') 'V""

Add a comma (,) h. ")

Add a period (.) <::)

Set as superscript or superior ('-{j, as in nr2)

Insert an em-dash (- ) M

Insert an en-space .0

Add a colon (:) G)
Add a question mark (?) ? @ .
Add an exclamation point (I) ~ ~~ £>
Add single quotation marks (") -&/ ~

Add double quotation marks ("") .,Jy/ {J;

Add parentheses () */1-
Add square brackets I: ] [ /J

Add a semicolon (;) ~
~

Set as subscript or inferior~ as in H20)

(InstructionsjqU:eries circled and don't~

• When proofreading, write all corrections in the margin,
since corrections withjn the line of text are easily
overlooked. Use a mark within the line to show where .
the change is to be made. To make several corrections in
a singIe'line, write them in the margin in the order in
which they appear, separated by verticaUines. Ifyou
don't know how to indicate a change, write a marginal
note showinghow you want the futal text to appear. •

Run in or bring?
ctogether

Move to the right; flush-right

Wrong f?»!; set in correct type

w;-\'\-
Replace whieft new word

A,.

Setin tDwER,case

Capitalize; SET IN UPPER~E-
Set in small capitals (as in 250 B.C.)

Set in~ (italic type)

Set in([oma!JXroman or regular type)

Set in boldface (boldface type)
,.." ...~ .

L Move to the left; flush-left

. /horizontally

Ali~J

~Align
l~ertically

']CenterC

,..., ...
'-I Close up; delete sp ace

~ Delete anEd close up when deleting letters

::ff Inser; space·

(\e,.w I Insert herel'V\o..fe,r ,0.. _ -'"
.~ Restore to ~original; let stand as set

e Trans~ change\Sequen~

Cf1 Start a new paragraph

. r. () ~ . Run paragraphs together

~

®
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@
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*Most ofthis material is from the Chicago Manual a/Style, 15th edition, and Karen Kirtley.


